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A

s every parent knows, the time of

childhood

is fleeting. A sweet baby grows into a "big
kid” with even bigger ideas within the blink of an
eye. Children outgrow clothes and likes quicker

than mom and dad can keep track of, and that leaves some
major questions for parents to be designing the space that their
child will grow in. Luckily, interior designer Abby

Harding

of Harding & Co. Design has some wonderful tips and
ideas to make the creation of a space for the special child in
your life a little easier. Showcased by the beautiful nursery to
“big girl” room, Abby elegantly created two beautiful spaces
for one lucky little girl. The whimsical and traditional combine
brilliantly to create a livable space that will grow and evolve
with the child.
How the homeowner is going to live in and interact with their
space is a primary focus for the design process. Designing a
nursery or child’s room is no different. Every person is an
individual and their room can be a refuge and sanctuary that
provides comfort and positive energy. The room needs to be
livable first. However that does not limit the creation of a beautiful
space whether elegant or slightly less formal. This particular
family had ideas about creating a soft, soothing nursery
with a global undertone. The family is English, and the
grandmother of the baby grew up in the British colonies
surrounded by elephants, lions and pet monkeys. In the nursery,

the vision was to create a theme of gentleness
with a touch of whimsy, while incorporating handmade,
worldly accents. It was also important for the homeowners to
maximize the small space available, and to look toward the
eventual transformation of the room as their daughter grew.
Abby took their imagined picture and with her unique style
created a fantastic reality.
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Characterized by subtle, soft colors that gradually
bleed into the bold and bright, Abby takes the theme
of girly pink to another plane. The first nursery she designed
was a family affair: her partner at Harding Co. – and sister –
was expecting. Instead of following a traditional baby blue
color scheme they stepped boldly into a pallet of navy blues
and bright oranges. She describes the experience as a
spectacular launching pad to show clients that nurseries can
be both sweet and vibrant. The nursery she designed here was
no different. Although the pale pink of the nursery speaks
sweet, subtle, and girly, all one must do is glimpse into the
bathroom to view soft pink turn into eye-catching fuchsia, and
the light blue transform to a bold lava blue background. The
wallpaper chosen for the nursery, was hand blocked with an
Indian block print in a soft pink tone. This pattern flows
beautifully with the soft lines of the white crib, chairs, and
cabinetry. The bright fuchsia and blue bathroom wallpaper is
dominated by Maharaja characters journeying around the
room. The eastern, fun tone of this storied design, complements
the overall feeling of the nursery perfectly. The color theme
continued with the family’s move to a new home and the
redesign of the nursery to “big girl” room.
Creating balance in a room is essential to please both the
aesthetics and function of a space. The nursery was a tight
space, with limited storage. The family needed places to store
clothes and toys, and to change the baby. The solution was
built-in cabinetry surrounding the outside wall of the room.
Changing table, window seat, dresser, cabinets, and bookshelves
were designed to accommodate the practical need for more
room without compromising the flow within the nursery. In
addition, the design looked toward the future of the nursery.
The white paint and window makes the area light and cheerful,
despite the small size of the room. The hand-built dresser and
changing area around the window was eventually going to
morph into a vanity for the girl as she grew. With the move to
a new home, however, this conversion never occurred.

In the “big girl" bedroom Abby brought a
brighter, punchier color scheme. If the family had
remained at the same home, a change in bedding and accents
would have been the primary way to add the flash of new
color. As it were, with the family's move the subtle pink
wallpaper was redesigned, and recolored with a brighter,
berry color pink. The bedding was changed with accents of
bright pink lemonade, but the gentle, soft plush feeling was
retained. In addition, curtains with a chic safari theme were
chosen to continue the global feel. To add space and
openness, a built-in dresser and window seat was created. The
window seat can cleverly double as a twin bed for friends to
sleepover. The gentle colors of the nursery morphed perfectly
to create a more grown-up bedroom that will provide years
of joy.
Within the designing of a children’s room is the inherent
challenge that kids can be unintentionally hard on the space
that surrounds them. From sticky fingers, to drawing on the
bed, childhood can be a bit messy. With that in mind, Abby
recommends investing wisely in pieces for your nursery. Things
such as a crib will eventually be replaced by a bed and

anything kid-level will experience the wear and tear of everyday
life. Therefore, in this nursery the owners decided to invest in
a whimsical blue and gold lamp reminiscent of the eastern
theme equipped with tiny bells. This piece is a focal point of
the nursery, and was anticipated as a piece that could grow
with the room as it morphed from a nursery to a bigger girl’s
room. When the family moved, this lamp was one piece that
was indeed carried over into the design of the new room.
Another way to mitigate damage and have long-lasting pieces
is to buy high quality and kid friendly. Abby explains, the
indoor/outdoor fabrics have gotten extremely beautiful in the
past couple of years. There are countless patterns, and colors
to choose from that are soft, yet wiping them with soapy water
leaves them clean as new. These fabrics are extremely durable.
Other options include custom treatment of regular fabrics or
even laminating them. This process does not hinder the beauty
of the textiles, but allows for increased livability as the parents'
concerns over making messes is decreased.
Abby clearly has an eye and mind to create a wonderful living
space full of splendor. Any kid would delight at living in these
rooms, the great colors and details allow for the
imagination of a child to run wild. Taking into
account the future of a nursery is necessary at the onset to
transform it into the room that an individual will grow up in.
When asked if the “big girl”, now three years old, has a
personality of her own with ideas about her room, Abby
chuckled saying “She loves pink!” The little girl also loves to
interact with her space where she can joyfully host slumber
parties with friends, relax, play with her toys, and enjoy all
her room has to offer.
For more information on Abby Harding, please email at
abby@hardingandco.com and visit her website at
www.hardingandco.com.

